
Nexter

 — available in 2 backrest versions: 
upholstered or mesh

 — free-floating mechanisms help to relax 
muscles and relieve strain on the spine 

 — height-adjustable armrests with movable 
pads to provide additional support for the 
whole body 

 — classic black elements that make the 
chair fit perfectly into any space

Features:

Small office. Home office. Your office.
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You have a lot of work to do during 
the day, but when you move from one 
task to another you know that Nexter 
supports your back.

A combination of tried and tested 
solutions has resulted in a chair that 
provides comfortable and ergonomic 
sitting. Nexter is your partner for every 
new task.

© Copyright 2023 Nowy Styl sp. z o.o. 
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Publications of Nowy Styl sp. z o.o. Brands and trademarks used herein are the property of NSG TM sp. z o.o.



Models

Nexter comfortable and functional

Mesh version (MESH) Upholstered version (UPH)

Breathable mesh backrest in black colour, lumbar support 
as an option. Backrest width: 465 mm

Upholstered backrest in a colour matching that of the 
seat. Inside medium-hard cut foam, durable and resilient. 

Backrest width: 460 mm 

The seat in both chair models is upholstered. 
High performance cut foam is used, limiting deformation, allowing long and comfortable use.

Products and finishes
Nexter: FLG68179; Velum: ML Kaisersberg Oak



Nexter your partner at work

Mechanisms

FST
(Synchronous mechanism)

BS
(Synchronous mechanism)

ERGON-2L
(Permanent contact mechanism)

Backrest and seat height adjustment Backrest and seat height adjustment Backrest and seat height adjustment

Backrest locking in 5 positions Backrest locking in 3 positions Backrest lock in selected position

Synchronised tilting 
of the backrest and seat

Synchronised tilting 
of the backrest and seat Backrest tilt function

Backrest tilt force adjustment with 
protection to avoid hitting user’s 

back after releasing the lock

Backrest tilt force adjustment with 
protection to avoid hitting user’s 

back after releasing the lock
×

Seat depth adjustment × ×

Products and finishes
Nexter: SM05; Sileo: CUZ1K, CUZ2Q; SQart: ML Kaisersberg Oak, RAL 9005 Jet black



Nexter your friend at home

Products and finishes
Nexter: M07; CS5040: BI White, 1.007 (0C) Beech, RAL 9016 Traffic white
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Weight 
14,4 kg (Mesh FST)

Dimensions

*Height depending on mechanism

Mechanism Chair height in mm*

FST 1010-1210

BS 990-1200

ERGON-2L 1020-1230
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